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We end 2017/18 with a number of achievements, changes and challenges:
• Dr Michael Taylor has departed as Medical Director, having relocated to 

the Mornington Peninsula in Victoria
• There will be a new 24 hour emergency doctor service located in Mt 

Barker Hospital early in the 2018/19 financial year
• The new Liberal Government is implementing Regional Health Boards 

with an emphasis on local needs (back to the future for many of us!) and 
finally,

• The Mayo electorate is likely to be a strongly fought for seat in the 2019 
Federal Election

For Summit Health every challenge presents an opportunity:
• We have welcomed Dr Skye Curlis from Littlehampton Medical Centre as Interim Medical Director, 

bringing a different perspective and approach to the profession. We look forward to working more with 
her as the local health environment evolves.

• We remain confident that we can secure the contract for the 24-hour hospital service which - at time of 
print - has yet to be finalised. If we are successful then it will be given a different name to distinguish 
it from our GPcare day-time practice at the Summit Health Centre and emphasise its ED focus (whilst 
still providing opportunity for GPs wishing to maintain their hospital links and in-patient support). On 
behalf of the Board and staff of Summit Health our thanks to all the GPs who have contributed to the 
after-hours roster over its 13 years!

• Regional Health Boards are expected to increase local input and decision making for the community's 
services. In anticipation we have started to build up capacity to hold more member dinners to enable 
you to provide timely input into these new networks.
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• In April we merged the operations of GPSA into our organisation. GPSA used to be the state peak body 
for the old Divisions Network and maintains the Health Services Directory - a database of GP, special-
ist and allied health providers that forms a crucial bridge for SA Health with health alerts, discharge 
letters, etc. We plan to continue delivering the Directory Service, but to also use GPSA's experience in 
event management to support stronger GP/Practice engagement over the next few years. 

• The Summit Health Centre is covered elsewhere, however, clearly it has become a key part of the local 
health landscape with 30 separate tenants and over 45 individual clinicians working from the building. 
Recently a number of members have asked us about the growth of GPcare and our future plans. The 
Board has always had a clear view that the GPcare General Practice needed to be sufficiently vibrant 
so as to support the business of the other tenants in the Centre and also encourage new patient services 
to the Centre. We started very small with less than two FTE and believe we will top out at about seven 
FTE - currently we have about five FTE. Certainly we do not plan to fill our 26 consulting rooms with 
GPs!

More generally, over the year we have grown the number of mental health clients that we have been able 
to support, established a monthly radio health segment and secured funding for healthy eating, active 
lifestyle, patient support services across the Hills, Fleurieu, Mallee and Kangaroo Island. 

We recognise there are never enough services, however, we have never delivered so much as we have this 
year and we'd like to thank all the staff that have worked to help make this happen and the Board Members 
who provide guidance and support in our endeavours.

Much of what we do is delivered thanks to the funding provided by the Country SA PHN (PHN). The 
PHN continues to invest heavily into GP-focused interventions across country SA and we look forward to 
continuing to work with them.

In closing, our thanks again to the staff that have helped make all this happen, in particular, to our past 
Medical Director, Dr Michael Taylor for his commitment to the vision of Summit Health over many years. 

As ever Skye, myself and our teams are always happy to visit your Practice to discuss your needs and 
concerns and what services we can offer.

Please contact either of us on: 
kevin.wisdom-hill@summithealth.org.au or skye.curlis@summithealth.org.au. 
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Previously known as Continuing Professional Development
PENNY HEINRICH

Program Overview
Twelve months ago a decision was made to discontinue as an RACGP registered education provider and to 
focus on member requests for more informal education and networking opportunities.  To better identify 
with what we are aiming to achieve within this program, we have recently changed the name of this 
program from ‘Continuing Professional Development’ to ‘Membership Services’.  

During 2017/18, Summit Health presented 17 events, with a combined attendance of 258 people.  These 
figures represent an additional six events compared to the 2016/17 year, as well as a 26% increase in  
attendance numbers. 

We look forward to further growing the number of events and attendees in 2018/19.

          Practice Staff           GPs            Other
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In August 2017, 15 people attended this  
evening session presented by Dr Richard  
Henshaw, Repromed Medical Director.  

100% of all feedback received was positive.

EVENT
CONTEMPORARY MANAGEMENT OF THE  
INFERTILE PATIENT



Summit Health would like to acknowledge the support of all guest speakers and sponsors who 
assist in maintaining a successful member event calendar.

MEMBER SERVICES
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30 Practice staff attended this session in  
November 2017, demonstrating a keen  
interest within the General Practice workforce 
to learn better ways to handle stress.  Some 
feedback from session attendees is listed  
below.

EVENT
MANAGING STRESS IN THE WORKPLACE

In March 2018, 19 members attended a GP 
social dinner held at the Stirling Hotel.  Dr 
Matthew Leach, Senior Research Fellow 
and Associate Professor Martin Jones of Uni 
SA Department of Rural Health gave a short 
presentation sharing some of the preliminary 
findings of their SA health survey research.

EVENT
HEALTHCARE IN REGIONAL SA - HAVE WE  
GOT IT RIGHT?

FEEDBACK
• You can manage stress in a positive way.
• My own response can be helpful to others.
• If I don’t change my life, I will potentially create major health issues.
• Share the knowledge gained with others and reflect and hopefully implement what I have learnt.
• I will read the handout and then make a decision on what could help my staff. 
• We appreciate being included in such a format.
• Thought it was a great workshop.  Enjoyed the presentation.
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INGRID PUISE

Changes in Service Provision 
Our After Hours Psychological Therapies Service was reinstated in August 2017. We provided 
six sessions weekly on a Saturday afternoon. The service continues to develop and has become very  
popular. The Mental Health Nurse Incentive Program has been renamed Clinical Care and Coordination. The  
program continues to target clients who present with complex and severe mental health issues and require 
longer term intervention and care.

Low Intensity CBT (LiCBT) has been introduced in Mt Barker. This  
program is aimed at people who present with mild to moderate depression and/or  
anxiety and who would benefit from short term intervention by a trained LiCBT coach. 

Doctor on Campus at Victor Harbor High School is no longer provided by Summit Health, it is now 
managed by Headspace Murray Bridge and is working towards a Medicare model of service provision.  

Funding
Services continued to be commissioned by Country SA Primary Health Network (CSAPHN) for 
Psychological Therapies, Clinical Care and Coordination and After Hours. 

Funding for GP Mental Health Shared Care has transitioned from GPSA to CSAPHN for 2018/19.  
See Figure 1.

Appointments
Clinicians conducted 6,506 appointments for the year.

Service Overview
Services offered by Summit Health are located in Mt Barker, Stirling, Gumeracha, Strathalbyn and several 
local schools. Satellite services are provided at Goolwa, Victor Harbor and Kangaroo Island. The Mental 
Health Team remains an invited member of a number of key interagency groups across the Adelaide Hills, 
Fleurieu Peninsula and Kangaroo Island.

With the introduction of the “Stepped Care Model”, we have seen changes in how our services are offered 
to clients. At the triage stage, we now identify levels of care to our clients’ needs. Our Mental Health  
Clinicians have a variety of skills and expertise to provide those levels of care.
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Overall Funded Mental Health Services
YTD Actual Budget Variance

Primary Mental Health Care 3,922 3,574 110%
After Hours 186 288 65%
Clinical Care & Coordination 330 264 125%
Shared Care 1,018 1,056 96%
Shared Care Fleurieu 1,050 924 114%

Total 6,506 6,106 107%

Referred Clients by Age Adult Youth Child
763 128 216

Summit Health has demonstrated it is a lead organisation in the provision of Mental Health Services with 
around 500 open clients at any one time. 

Summit Health has continued to provide services that meet the needs of our clients with high satisfaction 
levels across the parameters of access, outcome and quality, being recorded across all programs. 
See Figure 2

Figure 2

Figure 1

MENTAL HEALTH & COUNSELLING SERVICES
ANNUAL REPORT 2018
CONTINUED

Client Satisfaction - Primary Mental Health Care
July 2017 - June 2018
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JO TEAKLE and KIM SAUNDERS
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Overview
GPcare General Practice is completing its fourth year of operation since commencing in November 2014 
with the opening of the Summit Health Centre. 

Dr Chris Say (Director of GP Training) and Dr Graham Hughes have brought extensive clinical experience 
and local knowledge to GPcare which has been invaluable as GPcare General Practice continues to grow 
and establish. They are very well supported by an experienced core group of GPs, including GP Registrars 
from GPEx and sessional GPs, equating to 5.1 clinical FTE.

From July to December 2017 Dr Hughes continued to work at GPcare on a rotational basis in between 
placements in the NT to pursue his passion for Aboriginal Health. From January 2018, Dr Hughes has 
worked solely with GPcare; enabling him to be closer to family and pursue interests outside work including 
his role as President with the Mt Barker Football Club.

Dr Cath Love, GP Obstetrician, joined GPcare in January 2018 adding to our extensive services to the 
community and allowing us to meet the increasing demands of young families in the Adelaide Hills region. 
GPcare also welcomed Dr Megan McLaughlin in May 2018. Dr McLaughlin is a valued addition to our 
experienced team of GPs.

We are supported by a dedicated and experienced team of nursing and reception staff, in addition to our two 
5th year medical students (Melissa Kuiper and Olivia White) from the University of Adelaide undertaking 
their rural placement in Mt Barker during 2018. We are also continuing with our 6-8 week placements for 
3rd year nursing students from Flinders University.

It has been a challenging 12 months as the 24 hour ED service at the Mt Barker Hospital has had considerable 
impact on the GPcare General Practice. Despite this, the dedicated team have worked hard to ensure that 
a service to the community has been maintained and we would like to thank all those that have gone the 
extra yard to help support our broader community with this service (including shifts on the after-hours 
roster, day time shifts in A&E and management of aligned and non-aligned hospital inpatients). GPcare 
committed to release GPs from their consulting sessions; with GPs participating onsite at the Mt Barker 
Hospital as well as making themselves on call as a walk in clinic.

GPcare General Practice also played a significant role in managing transfers during the Royal Adelaide 
Hospital ramp down from July-September 2017. Along with managing their own inpatients, GPs also  
accommodated for non-aligned transfers from within the Hills region, as well as managing inpatient care 
of metropolitan patients that did not reside in the hills.

We would like to thank the GPs and staff for their support and commitment during this challenging, but 
successful time.  

Many thanks to all staff involved in another successful year with GPcare General Practice.
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JORIN DERKS

Program Overview

GPcare After Hours has completed another successful year with local General Practitioners, Contractors 
and Locums participating on the 24/7 roster, supported by an experienced team of nursing and reception 
staff with funding from Country Health South Australia (CHSALHN). During the year 14,683 patients 
were seen coming from the local community, state-wide and interstate.

24/7 ED coverage at Mt Barker Hospital
Summit Health continued to work closely with CHSALHN to establish a 24 hour ED service based  
onsite in the emergency department at Mt Barker Hospital. This has been implemented throughout the 
12 month period. Following the successful implementation of overnight coverage, the need for medical  
officer presence to be onsite 24/7 became apparent. A collaborative approach with the local General  
Practice workforce was initially implemented, with several local practices participating and releasing GPs 
from their local practices. 

July 2017 saw the start of the transition to the 24/7 service with GPs from local practices, independent GPs 
and locums, providing onsite coverage at the Mt Barker Hospital as an interim solution. Recruitment of 
additional external contractors was undertaken from January to June 2018 to achieve a more sustainable 
model. 

GPcare After Hours Service continued to operate across the Summit Health Centre and the Mt Barker  
District Soldiers Memorial Hospital on weekends and public holidays. Consumer demand and  
clinical need increased significantly necessitating increased Medical Officer, Nursing and Reception 
Hours to meet patient numbers and workload; with two doctors being rostered to cover peak periods  
including weekends and public holidays. June 2018 saw a change in the service with a GP being rostered 
onsite in the Emergency Department at Mt Barker Hospital; with the second GP based at Summit Health 
Centre to manage the lower acuity patients; thus completing the 24/7 onsite doctor coverage at the Mt 
Barker Hospital.  

Dr Jones & Partners
GPcare has continued to collaborate with Dr Jones and Partners to ensure that X-ray clinics operated  
onsite at both the Summit Health Centre and the hospital during peak demand periods, meet the needs of 
hospital inpatients, as well as patients presenting to the emergency department. Future planning for 2018 
includes on-call CT and extended onsite coverage.

The New Royal Adelaide Hospital - Ramp Down 
The Royal Adelaide Hospital (RAH) move posed significant challenges and increased demand to the  
after-hours service. From July to September 2017, patients were moved out of the RAH to surrounding 
facilities, including Mt Barker Hospital. This period proved to be an incredibly challenging time in all 
respects of clinical care, including bed capacity at the hospital, communication between the RAH Medical 
Officers and local admitting GPs, and all associated clinical governance. During the period August-
September 2017, Mt Barker Hospital admitted 72 transfers from tertiary hospitals, including 15 metro 
patients that were not aligned to a local general practice.  
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Non-Aligned Patients
Mt Barker and surrounding districts have experienced significant population growth in recent times. This, 
together with increased demand from the RAH and Flinders Medical Centre at capacity and requesting 
hospital transfers, has resulted in a larger volume of non-aligned hospital admissions to Mt Barker Hospital. 
This has resulted in significant workload increase and demand on the local GP workforce, as well as the 
onsite Doctors. 

GPcare have continued to work closely with Mt Barker Hospital to find solutions to this ongoing issue. 
Collaboratively, a roster system was developed over the course of 2018 with various local practices 
participating in the care of these inpatients. Non-aligned inpatient care at Mt Barker Hospital will continue 
to pose a challenge into the future and a more sustainable, long term solution is currently under discussion. 

Future Planning 
The Mt Barker Hospital Emergency Service has been a success over the past 12 months, and to ensure due 
process, CHSALHN released the service to tender in February 2018. In March we submitted our proposal 
in response to the 24 hour hospital tender - at the time of writing no decision had been made as to the 
successful applicant. GPcare have placed a tender bid and continue to wait on an outcome. In the interim, 
GPcare After Hours has continued to maintain a roster for the Emergency Department at the Mt Barker 
Hospital. 
 

Maintaining strong working relationships with the Mt Barker Hospital, the GPcare After Hours team of 
GPs, Registrars, Nurses and Administration staff have continued their hard work and commitment to our 
community ensuring GPcare After Hours remains one of the most well-supported and successful after 
hours services in South Australia. 
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The Centre has now been operating for almost four years. Services continue to evolve as existing tenants 
grow their business and leave and new ones come in to replace them (our incubator role). 

The three Centre goals are:
1. Increase local access to a broader range of quality services
We have stabilised the centre with over 30 different tenants and 45 different clinicians. The full 
list of service providers can be found at summithealthcentre.org.au/services. The Centre has 26  
counselling /consulting rooms of which two remain available for additional new tenants. 

2. Use the Centre as a hub to offer enhanced outreach services outside of Mt Barker
Whilst it is early days, we have started exploratory talks to extend some more of our services via  
outreach facilities into the Fleurieu Peninsula. If we can realise the discussions, then we hope to 
have a formal outreach service in place by late 2019.  We are committed to spreading health services  
outside of Mt Barker as soon as practicable and Skye and I are always keen to meet with you to  
discuss opportunities. 

3. Provide opportunities for existing Practices to use the Centre to grow their own capacity
We are in discussions with Adelaide University on how we can better use the Centre to support other 
practices in the training of increased numbers of Medical Students. We have a large student training room 
that could be better utilised and many GPs have indicated that they would like to be involved in Medical 
Student training if there was more local support. We also support Nurse Students from Flinders University 
with another eight students placed during the year and being given very strong, positive introductions to 
nursing in General Practice. 

Our work with Trees for Life is proving successful, with many well established plants helping to blend the 
building into the environment. We have purchased another 200 plants for planting over the coming winter 
and our Plovers are still hanging around!

We would particularly like to thank our long term tenants who have helped make this possible:  
SA Heart, Terry White Chemmart, Dr Jones and Partners, CHSA Community Health, MyPhysioSA, 
Adelaide Uni, Uni SA and Australian Clinical Labs.

Before

After
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Full Members
Dr Yati Adam Dr Sally Downes Dr Stephen McCappin Dr Peter Schultz
Dr Salina Ahmed Dr Boris Eskandari-Marandi Dr Megan McLaughlin Dr Ken Sieben
Dr Jane Alderman Dr Kassandra Fairhall Dr Peter Michelmore Dr Catherine Skinner
Dr James Allan Dr Jason Garrood Dr Mark Morgan Dr Katya Speight
Dr Katrina Allen Dr Jenieta Hartley Dr Nicola Morgan Dr Nigel Stocks
Dr Hugh Allen Dr Peter Hartley Dr Kate Nielsen Dr Kim Sun
Dr Briony Andrew Dr Lasath Hattotuwa Dr Erin O'Connor Dr Andrew Sykes
Dr John Arthurson Dr Erich Heinzle Dr Sally Anne Parsons Dr Geoffrey Symons
Dr Faisal Bachok Dr Graham Hughes Dr Veronica Paull Dr Michael Taylor
Dr Roger Bannister Dr Sheree Hunt Dr Andrew Pols Dr Sean Taylor
Dr Ioulia Bobkova Dr George Isaac Dr Lindy Poole Dr Angela Travis
Dr Sinclair Bode Dr Azlan Ismail Dr Linda Porteous Dr Nina Tonkin
Dr David Brookes Dr Philip Johns Dr Allison Ramsey Dr Christopher Walker
Dr Cara Bryant Dr Jonas Kasauskas Dr Jane Ramsey Dr Don Wallis
Dr Kerry Callaghan Dr Mark Lang Dr Adrian Rose Dr Richard Weate
Dr Mark Crawford Dr Ahmet Lokaj Dr Robert Rushton-Smith Dr Richard Wilson
Dr Skye Curlis Dr Cathy Love Dr Nurazlin Sabtu Dr Michelle Winn
Dr Steve Daniels Dr Margaret Low Dr Peter Sargeant Dr Nicola Wisdom
Dr Thomas Davey Dr Sarah Lucy Dr Christopher Say Dr Michal Wozniak
Dr Adrian De Savi Dr Pankaj Malik Dr Cynthia Say Dr Rene Zimmerman

Associate Members
Claire Bolton Jane Griessl Laura Mucci Chaka Tang
Julianna Boylan Gwen Hannagan Leeanne Overall Laura Tanner
Gillian Brereton Niluka Hattotuwa Lisa Paterson Lisa Taylor
Erin Bryant Gina Highet Sarah Payne Theresa Ulrich
Carol Buchanan Narelle Iles Belinda Platt Kathryn Valentine
Chris Carr Melissa Keir Cass Pokorra Yvette Wallace
Naomi Crosby Susan Kennett Sue Pursche Marlene Westley
Fran Davy Angela Kidman Judy Rayner Lucy Wheatley
Annie Elliott Kaye Lines Naif Saigol Margaret Wheatley
Sue Farrow Kaylene Lorimer Jessica Signore Louise Wilkins-Hargreaves
Helen Fordred Heather Mason Jacquie Simpson David Wilson
Rose Foskett Karel Michielsen Julie Starke
Michelle Foyle Benjamin Moore Lynlee Stevenson
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Mr Philip Huestis
Dr Mark Crawford
Dr Michael Taylor
Dr Cynthia Say
Mr Kevin Wisdom-Hill
Ms Penny Heinrich

FINANCE 
Sub-Committee

Mr Michael Wozniak
Dr Michael Taylor
Prof Keith Evans
Ms Ursula Dahl
Dr Sheree Hunt
Mr Kevin Wisdom-Hill

GOVERNANCE & PLANNING 
Sub-Committee

Mr Philip Huestis
Dr Mark Crawford
Dr Michael Taylor
Dr Cynthia Say
Mr Kevin Wisdom-Hill
Ms Penny Heinrich

SUPER CLINIC 
Trust

BOARD  
MEMBER POSITION QUALIFICATIONS MEETINGS 

ATTENDED

Prof Keith Evans Chair

BA (Psychology), Adv Dip 
Psychotherapeutic Tech, Reg Psychiatric 
Nurse (RMN), Registered General Nurse 
(SRAN), Graduate - New Zealand College 
of Management

8

Dr Mark Crawford General 
Board Member MBBS, FRACGP, DRACOG 10

Ms Ursula Dahl Non-GP 
Board Member 

BA Hons (Soc), Grad Dip Health Admin, 
Family Casework Cert, Workplace Training 
Cert IV

10

Mr Philip Huestis
Non-GP 
Board Member Masters of Health, Administration Degree 

(Uni of NSW) Resigned on 20 Feb 2018 5

Dr Sheree Hunt General 
Board Member

B.App.SC (Physiotherapy), Grad Dip Adv 
Manip Therapy, M.App.SC (Physiotherapy) 
M. Bioethics, BMBS (Flinders), FRACGP

9

Dr Cynthia Say General 
Board Member BMBS, FRACGP 9

Dr Michael Taylor General 
Board Member MBBS, DCCH, FRACGP, FAICD 3

Dr Michael Wozniak General 
Board Member MBBS, FRACGP 8
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Normally I'd save my thanks and acknowledgements until the end of my report,  
however, given that one current and one past Board Member has been honoured with OAMs in the Queen's 
Birthday Honours this year, I thought it appropriate to start by congratulating Ms Ursula Dahl and Dr Dick 
Wilson for such well-deserved recognition. I think the members and staff should take some pride that it's 
Directors are such recognised contributors to society and I appreciate all that they have brought and con-
tinue to bring to this organisation. 

I’d like to thank the rest of the Board for their commitment and support to me in my role as Chair over the 
past 12 months. On behalf of the whole Board, I would like to acknowledge the hard work of the CEO and 
his team - particularly Dr Michael Taylor who has now moved on to wetter, greener pastures in Victoria 
and Dr Skye Curlis who has taken up Michael's reins with barely a break in step.

Member Engagement
We have started to slowly scale-up the engagement with Practices and staff, and look forward to using the 
resources of the recently merged GPSA to further strengthen this element of our activity. We are well aware 
that many GPs and staff of Practices have few local opportunities to interact and see this as an important 
space for Summit Health to be visible in. Such professional networking will assume higher importance if 
the new Regional Health Boards do engage with local providers in developing services.

Expanded Kangaroo Island Services
In addition to our Mental Health Services, we have recently commenced a three year collaborative  
program funded by the PHN to deliver broader health services specifically for the Kangaroo Island  
community. We are currently in the process of undertaking a needs assessment prior to full implementation 
in the next financial year. 

24 Hour Hospital Tender
We are disappointed that CHSA has failed to meet its own timetable to establish the new ED service from 
July 2018. The tender process commenced in February and may now extend to October which has been 
a challenge for us in maintaining the old model, whilst advocating for our proposed new model.  After  
providing the current collaborative practice model for the past 13 years, we believe our new model will 
offer the State the best return for its investment, whilst enhancing the ED service and supporting those 
local GPs that wish to maintain their relationship with the Hospital. The current after-hours service has 
been supported with additional funding from CSAPHN to enable us to explore improving the after-hours 
support to RACFs. This is currently on hold pending the outcome of the tender process.

Summit Health Centre
The Centre is now well established, offering our community a broad range of local services that help 
reduce the patient journey - particularly important for the elderly and those with limited transport options. 
See the separate report for more information.

2018 AGM
Our 2018 dinner AGM will take place at the Stirling Hotel on Tuesday 20 November. I encourage you to 
put the event in your diary and I look forward to meeting some of you there. 
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DR MARK CRAWFORD,  Chair of Finance Commitee

As a reminder, the financials do not include the Summit Health Centre asset as it is held in a separate Trust, 
of which Summit Health is the sole beneficiary. 
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Firstly I would like to sincerely thank Mr Philip Huestis 
who recently retired as Board Member and Chair of Finance  
after 13 years service to the organisation and its membership.  
Philip helped steer the organisation through some challenging 
fiscal times recently and we wish him and his family well.

It is a pleasure to take over the role of Chair and to be able to 
report that we have continued to improve our financial position 
with a small surplus of $80,052 due to revenue growth. Whilst 
there is still some way to go before we can start to invest  
significant surpluses back into Member Services and  
community outcomes, we are on track, and the recently  
instigated informal member dinners are one example of how we 
are looking to put back into General Practice.

The primary care sector is always challenging, however we are proud that we have been able to provide 
more services to our community that help you - our GP members  - to maintain the health of your  
patients. As always we reinvest most of our funds back into service delivery and member services.  
Recently that has involved underwriting the after-hours roster which had become increasingly expensive to 
deliver and support over its 13 year history. We are optimistic that evolution of this service via the 24-hour  
hospital tender outcome will address this burden on the organisation one way or another.

The financial summary below is sourced from our full audited financials which are available on our  
website - summithealth.org.au/about/board-of-directors. The auditors reported no material issues in their 
audit checks. Our finances are overseen on behalf of the Board by the Finance Committee, currently 
comprising Drs Cynthia Say and Michael Taylor, CEO Mr Kevin Wisdom-Hill and Corporate Services 
Manager, Ms Penny Heinrich. I would like to thank them for their support of both the organisation and 
myself in this recently appointed role. We anticipate appointing at least one more Board member to the 
Committee to replace Philip.

2018 2017 2016 2015 2014
Income $ 5,982,335 $ 4,608,407 $ 3,509,757 $ 2,787,689 $ 2,463,252
Expenditure $ 5,902,283 $ 4,452,383 $ 3,645,978 $ 3,129,936 $ 2,663,129
Surplus $ 80,052 $ 156,024 -$ 136,221 -$ 342,248 -$ 199,877
Opening Retained Earnings $ 167,594 $ 11,570 $ 147,791 $ 490,039 $ 689,916
Closing Surplus $ 247,647 $ 167,594 $ 11,570 $ 147,791 $ 490,039
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